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The desymmetrization of symmetrical bifunctional com-
pounds by enantiotopic group-selective reactions has been
established as a powerful strategy for asymmetric synthesis
(“mesotrick”,1 see Scheme 1).2 This approach is particularly
effective when the enantiotopic groups can react sequentially,
thereby coupling an asymmetric synthesis with a kinetic
resolution and producing products with high stereoisomeric
purity,3 even from reactions of moderate group selectivity.4 A
significant limitation to the application of such processes in
organic synthesis is the availability of stereochemically pure
mesobifunctional substrates.5 In this paper, we present a
mathematical model that describes kinetic resolutions ofmeso/
DL mixtures and shows the effective use of such processes to
obtain “desymmetrized”mesoderivatives with high stereo-
chemical purity from stereorandom substrate mixtures.
Two-directional chain synthesis6 is an excellent tactic for the

preparation ofmesocompounds but is applicable only in cases
where intervening groups provide substrate-controlled diaste-
reoselectivity. The stereoselective synthesis ofmesosubstrates
when groups are too remote to influence diastereoselectivity is
nontrivial. Analysis of synthetic pathways that would construct
the required stereogenic centers in a stepwise fashion suggests
that they are as complex and as long as pathways that would
produce a desymmetrizedmesoderivative directly.7 Alterna-
tively, a two-directional stereorandom transformation of aC2V
(orC2h) bifunctional substrate gives a 1:1 mixture ofC2 andCs

products.8 Separation of the diastereomers would provide a
simple route tomesocompounds.
As an alternative to physical separation of stereoisomers, we

considered the consequences of ameso/DL mixture of bifunc-
tional starting materials undergoing sequential enantiotopic
group selective reaction (see Scheme 1). Assuming a reaction
where theR groups consistently react faster than theSgroups,
such a process should concentrate theSS substrate, theR′S
monoreacted product, and theR′R′ direacted product simulta-
neously. If this kinetic resolution were efficient, the desym-

metrizedmesoproductR′S could be obtained at this stage
byseparation of compounds that are not stereoisomeric, thus
making the stereoselective synthesis of amesobifunctional
starting material unnecessary.
A few examples of enzyme-mediated acylation (or hydrolysis)

of meso/DL mixtures of diols (or diesters) have been reported.9

Most of these enzymatic resolutions efficiently separate theC2-
symmetric enantiomers from each other but not necessarily from
themesoisomer. To evaluate the synthetic potential of this
type of process, especially with nonenzymatic reactions, it was
necessary to develop an appropriate theoretical framework for
predicting the relationship between the group selectivity (kR/
kS) of a reaction and the yield and stereoisomeric purity of the
product(s) that might be obtained.
The group-selective reaction of a mixture ofmesoand DL

stereoisomers can be analyzed as a set of three independent
parallel reactions if the reaction(s) of each substrate is inde-
pendent of the other substrates (i.e., aggregation effects are
negligible; see Scheme 1). Analytical expressions have been
derived to describe sequential kinetic resolutions10 and “meso
trick” 3,4 processes. Substitution of the readily derived expres-
sions for the relationships between theRS, RR, and SS
concentrations allows determination of the concentrations of all
of the components for a process represented in Scheme 1 as a
function of the conversion of one of the substrates.11 As
expected, the calculations indicate that the stereoisomeric purity
(both ee and dp)12 of the remaining starting material (mostly
SS) increases and that of the “di” product (mostlyR′R′)
decreases with increasing conversion. On the other hand, while
the ee for the “mono” product increases with conversion, the
dp12 rises to a maximum and then decreases with increased
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Scheme 1.Group-Selective Reaction (‘a’f ‘d’) with kR > kS
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conversion. The calculated relationships between the group
selectivity (kR/kS) of the reaction and the potential stereoisomeric
purities and yields of the components are shown in Figure 1.
Thus, although it is possible to obtain starting material with
any arbitrary high degree of stereoisomeric purity (albeit by
sacrificing yield), the potential diastereomeric purity of both
the mono and di products is significantly limited, even from
very selective reactions.
Although rarely exploited in nonenzymatic processes,13

recycling is an established method for improving the stereo-
isomeric purity of products from enzyme-mediated kinetic
resolutions.14 Conversion of the mono product with maximum
diastereomeric purity obtained from anR group-selective
reaction into starting material should give material enriched in
theRS substrate and depleted inRR substrate. Resubjecting
this material to anS group-selective reaction (i.e. the inverse
selectivity from the initial reaction) was calculated to give
mono products with significantly improved dp12 (see Figure
1).15,16

To test the above predictions, the diene1, as a 2:1:1 mixture
of RS:RR:SSstereoisomers,17 was subjected to standard Sharp-
less epoxidation conditions18 usingL-(+)-diisopropyl tartarate
(L-DIPT) at-23 °C (Scheme 2). After 52 h, (20%1 by GC),
the diene1, monoepoxide2, and diepoxide3 were isolated.
The diene1 was shown to be theRR isomer (<1% RS, <1%
SS).17 Among the eight possible stereoisomers,2 was shown
to consist of a 85:9:3:2:1 mixture ofRSR, SRR, RRR, SSR, and
RSSisomers, respectively.17,19 A rigorous determination of the
stereoisomer distribution of3 was not possible; however,
deoxygenation20 of 3 gave1, which was a 69:27:4 mixture of
SS, RS, andRRisomers, respectively.17 Similar treatment of2
gave 1 as a 85:14:1.5 mixture ofRS, RR, and SS isomers,
respectively.17 As expected, despite the high group selectivity
of the Sharpless epoxidation,2 and3 were obtained with only
modest dp.12,19 Resubjecting1 (obtained from2) to Sharpless
epoxidation withL-DIPT gave2 as a 89:7:2:2 mixture ofRSR,
SRR, RRR, and SSR isomers, respectively.17 Alternatively,
Sharpless epoxidation withD-DIPT gave2 as 98:2 mixture of
SRSandRRSisomers (<1% of any other isomer), which was
identical with the monoepoxide product obtained from Sharpless
epoxidation of pure (RS)-1.19
In summary, a mathematical model for kinetic resolution of

Cs/C2 stereoisomeric mixtures predicts that only the slow-
reactingC2 enantiomer can be obtained with high purity. By
recycling, especially using a reaction with inverse selectivity,
it is possible to obtain the other isomers (or their products) with
very high purity. These predictions have been verified by the
preparation of the desymmetrizedmesoderivative (SRS)-2 from
a randomly generated mixture of stereoisomers of1.
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Figure 1. Calculated11 obtainable diastereomeric purities (dp) and the
corresponding yields (as mole fractions,ø) of starting material (sm),
direacted product, and monoreacted product as a function of the reaction
enantioptopic group selectivity for a process as described in Scheme
1. [sm]0 ) [RR]0 + [SS]0 + [RS]0. (a)øsm ) ([RR] + [SS] + [RS])/
[sm]0; ødi ) ([R′R′] + [S′S′] + [R′S′])/[sm]0; dpsm ) ([RR] + [SS])/
([RR] + [SS] + [RS]); dpdi ) ([R′R′] + [S′S′])/([R′R′] + [S′S′] +
[R′S′]). (b) ømono) ([R′S] + [RS′] + [S′S] + [R′R])/[sm]0; dpmono)
([R′S] + [RS′])/([R′S] + [RS′] + [S′S] + [R′R]); (i) without recycling;
(ii) recycling with the same selectivity; (iii) recycling with inverse
selectivity.

Scheme 2
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